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Abstract
A number of figures illustrated in the León Bible of 960 (Codex biblicus
legionensis, copied in 960, Archivo Capitular de la Real Colegiata de San Isidoro de León,
Cod. 2, henceforth, “the Bible of 960”) can be newly reinterpreted in light of an
examination of the portrayal images of the Pauline Epistles from a typological point of
view. Christ, Adam, and typological counterparts are all depicted in red clothes, the
“garment of crimson” of the Savior. Moreover, the gesture of a figure holding a cup is
understood as an offering in the Pauline Epistles. The figures compose visual bookmarks
that create harmony and uniformity between the Old and New Testaments in the Bible of
960.
Keywords: the León Bible of 960 / Codex biblicus legionensis / typology / program /
Beatus manuscripts / the Pauline Epistles
Introduction
This article focuses on several figures illustrated in the Bible of 960 and examines
their symbolic meanings. In spite of their distinctive features, they have been regarded as
ornamentations or variations and have drawn little attention in previous studies. However,
if those figures are considered to have been added with specific intentions meant to
portray some kind of “program” for the Bible of 960, the meanings of those figures can
be reinterpreted in different ways.
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The figures that have such features are as follows:
1.

“Maiestas Domini” at the very beginning of the Bible (f. 2)

2.

Twin personages raising cups at the book list (f. 4)

3.

“Adam and Eve” at the beginning of the Genealogy of Christ (f. 5v)

4.

“Virgin and Child with Angel Gabriel” at the end of the Genealogy (f. 10)

5.

A small personage holding a cup in the “Wilderness Tabernacle” on the Leviticus
frontispiece (f. 50)

6.

Four Portraits of St. Paul, at the beginning of the Pauline Epistles
(ff. 459v, 465v, 470v, and 471)

7.

Portraits of the Authors, Florentius and Sanctius, on the last page, “Omega”
(f. 514)
The discussion begins with the sixth item, the small figures of St. Paul’s portraits.

The Bible of 960 is well known for its rich illustration cycle. Of its 120 illustrations, 92
belong to the Old Testament, while only four personal figures, which are thought to be
portraits of St. Paul, are found in the New Testament. The portraits are placed at the
beginning of Romans (Rm), Corinthians 1 (1Cor), Corinthians 2 (2Cor), and Galatians
(Gal). In one of the portraits (f. 465v, Fig. 3, at the beginning of 1Cor), we can observe
St. Paul with a cup in his hand, as an offering based on the verses in the Epistle (1Cor
11:23-29). The gesture of offering a cup is repeated in the illustrations of the Bible of 960
as many as four times (ff. 4, 50, 465v, 514, Figs. 3, 7-9). They are all important and
remarkable illustrations; in other words, they serve as visual bookmarks that create
harmony and uniformity in the Bible. Particularly, Rm and 1Cor are well known as being
the source of typology. If the portraits are placed to highlight the Epistles, it is remarkable
that Christ and his other typological counterparts—Adam, David, Solomon, Elijah, and
Elisha—are depicted in red; for example, “garments stained in crimson” (Isaiah 63:1).
These visual features might be minor, but they should be regarded as having been added
with specific intentions based on such typology of St. Paul and theological interpretations2
2

For instance, I introduced the literary works of Monk Saint, Presbyter of Liébana (c. 730-d. 798.).
ECHENGARAY, J. G., DEL CAMPO, A., FREEMAN, L. G. (eds.), Obras completas y complementarias de Beato
de Liébana, Madrid, Biblioteca de Autores Cristianos, 1995 (OCBL). Beatus’s Commentaries on
Apocalypse were widely illustrated (Beatus manuscripts) in medieval Iberian Peninsula. WILLIAMS, J., The
Illustrated Beatus: a Corpus of the Illustrations of the Commentary on the Apocalypse, 5vols., London,
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based on Pauline Epistles. Such variations can be understood if we assume that there
exists a kind of “program”—or at least some planning—for the illustrations of the Bible
of 960, based on the theories of the Epistle of St. Paul and, particularly, its typology. When
we observe some of these illustrations from the typological perspective, several features
can be interpreted in a different way. These figures symbolize the typological
interpretations and indications that combine both the Old and New Testaments.
1. The four Portraits of St. Paul (Figs. 2–5)
1.1 Portraits of the author, bookmarks, or marginal ornamentations?
These four personal figures are regarded to be portraits of St. Paul simply because
they are placed at the beginning of the four Pauline Epistles3. Another reason for this
identification is that the monastery Valeranica, which is thought to be the birthplace of
the Bible of 960, was devoted to St. Paul and St. Peter. Of the two saints, only St. Paul is
depicted, and the four figures are the only images in the New Testament of the Bible of
9604.

Harvey Miller, 1994-2003.
3
WILLIAMS, J., Illustrations of the León Bible of the Year 960: an Iconographic Analysis (Ph.D.),
University of Michigan, 1962 (WILLIAMS, 1962), pp. 145-146; WILLIAMS, “The Bible in Spain”, Imaging
the Early Medieval Bible, Princeton, 1998, (WILLIAMS, 1998). SILVA Y VERÁSTEGUI, S., Iconografía del
siglo X en el Reino de Pamplona-Nájera, Pamplona, Diputación Foral de Navarra, D.L., 1984.
(VERÁSTEGUI, 1984), pp. 196-197; VERÁSTEGUI, “La Iconografía de la Biblia de San Isidoro de León (Cod.
2)”, Real Colegiata de San Isidoro, Fundación Hullera Vasco Leonesa, Universidad de León, Codex
biblicus legionensis: Veinte estudios, León, Ediciones Lancia,1999, (Veinte estudios), pp. 187-206, esp. p.
202 (VERÁSTEGUI, 1999); BLACK, Krysta, L.,“Bible Illustration in Tenth-Century Iberia: Reconsidering the
Role of al-Andalus in the León Bible of 960”, Ars Orientalis 42, 2012, pp. 165-175. Williams, who has led
the studies on the Bible of 960, concluded that it is difficult to identify a program for the subjects of the
illustrations. Black reconsidered this from the point of view of the role of al-Andalus. In my opinion, it is
still uncertain if there was a program for the Bible of 960.
4
The Bible of 1162 (Archivo Capitular de la Real Colegiata de San Isidoro de León, Cod. 3, 3 vols.), which
is thought to be one of direct descents from the Bible of 960, has only one personal figure at the beginning
of the Epistle to the Gal. The other Bible descending from the Bible of 960 was made in the 13th century
and has one portrait for each of the Epistles of Saint Paul (Cod. Aemil. 2-3, 2 vols., Real Academia de la
Historia, Madrid). SUÁREZ GONZÁLEZ, A. I., A propósito de la corrección en manuscritos latinos
medievales: artífices, objetivos y procedimientos de corrección en los códices III.1, III.2, III.3 y VI de San
Isidoro de León, (3 vols.) esp. III2; SUÁREZ GONZÁLEZ, “Arqueología del códice”, Veinte estudios, pp. 87110; VERÁSTEGUI, 1999, pp. 250ff., esp., pp. 250-261. About the information of the Bible of 960 is;
LIAMAZARES, J. P., Catálogo de los codices de la Real Colegiata de San Isidoro de Léon, Léon, 1923, pp.
4-24, esp., pp. 19-24; BORDONA, J. D., Spanish Illumination, 2 vols., New York, 1930, p. 56; GALINDO, P.,
“La Biblia de León del 960”, Gesammelte Aufsätze zur Kulturgeschichte Spaniens 16, 1960, pp. 37-76, esp.,
pp. 51-62, 70-76; WILLIAMS, J., “A Castilian Tradition of Bible Illustration, the Romanesque Bible from
San Millán”, Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 28, 1965 (WILLIAMS, 1965): WILLIAMS, “A
Model for the León Bibles”, Madrider Mitteilungen 8, 1967 (WILLIAMS, 1967).
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Previous studies regarded them as simple ornamental figures because they are
placed at the margins5. A similar kind of ornamentation around letters is sometimes seen
in other examples, especially “initial ornaments.” The same St. Paul is found in the Bible
created at the end of the 10th century. It was placed at the beginning of the Epistle of Paul,
Epistle to Titus (Fig. 1)6. This portrait was introduced as an initial ornament because it
has the letter “P” with a straight body and raised right arm7. However, the figures of the
Bible of 960 are depicted just beside the letter “P” (Figs. 3, 4, and 5). Therefore, strictly
speaking, these figures are not the same kind of initial ornaments. Moreover, the other
frameless illustrations of the Bible of 960 often extend their depictions to the margins.
Therefore, the portraits in the margins are not necessarily regarded as simple ornaments
only because they are placed in the margins. With respect to their size, the last portrait
(Fig. 5) is remarkable. Not only is it the biggest of the four, but it is also one of the largest
figures of all the illustrations of the Bible. The figure extends to the middle of the column,
and it is far from being a “marginal” ornament.

Fig. 1: The Portrait of St. Paul Epistle to Titus, as Initial “P”

5

AYUSO, T. M, La Biblia visigótica de San Isidoro de León: Contribución al estudio de la Vulgata en
España, Serie I. Publicación y estudio de códices, vol. 8, Madrid, (AYUSO, 1965), p. 36.
6
Bible of Albelda, Logroño, Rioja Institute Ms. 263.
7
VERÁSTEGUI, 1984, lam. 31.
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1.2 The Portrait of Saint Paul at the beginning of Rm (Fig. 2)
The first portrait is placed at the beginning of Rm (f. 459v.). On the right side, the
text begins with the title “INCIPIT EPISTOLA ROMANOS PRIMA.” The figure in the
portrait wears a long tunic with an outer garment hanging from the shoulder and a lower
garment that covers the left side of the body. He has a narrow T-shaped rod in his hand
and a pointed nimbus on his head. His black feet and toes are turned to the right, as if his
body is facing the text.

Fig. 2: The Portrait of St. Paul, Epistle to Rm, the Bible of 960

1.3 The Portrait of Saint Paul at the beginning of 1Cor (Fig. 3)
The second portrait is placed at the beginning of 1Cor (f. 465v), beside the title of
the Epistle, “INCIPIT EPISTOLA AD COLINTHIOS PRIMA” and the beginning “Paulus,
vocatus apostolus.” The figure in the portrait also wears three kinds of garments, painted
yellow, blue, and red. A simple vegetable ornament is added to his waist, and the garments
are illuminated with white dots and ornamented with white and red lines inside. His hair

Fig. 3: The Portrait of St. Paul, Epistle to 1Cor, the Bible of 960
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is depicted with hatched lines, and it appears as if he is white-haired. Raising a white cup
up high in his hand, he also has a narrow T-shaped rod in the other hand. The line of his
neck and nose are straight and parallel, and he has a round nimbus on his head. His face
and hands are not painted; with a narrow but mature line, his eyes are wide open and look
slightly toward the text. His feet are adorned in black boots and point to the text, as if his
body faces them.
1.4 The Portrait of Saint Paul at the beginning of 2Cor (Fig. 4)
The third portrait is placed at the beginning of 2Cor (f. 470v), beside the title of
the Epistle, “INCIPIT EPISTOLA AD COLINTHIOS IIA” and the framed capital letter “P”
of Paulus. His face and body appear to be frontal, but his eyes are looking at the left hand,
which is raised as if he is introducing the text. His black boots also point to the right side.
His garments are yellow and red, and a wide black belt is around his waist. His nimbus is
round and blue with a narrow white line inside.

Fig. 4: The Portrait of St. Paul, Epistle to 2Cor, the Bible of 960
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1.5 The Portrait of Saint Paul at the beginning of Gal (Fig. 5)

Fig. 5: The Portrait of St. Paul, Epistle to Gal, the Bible of 960

The last portrait is placed at the beginning of Gal (f. 471). Unlike the other three,
the portrait is remarkable for its size. It is nearly twice as big as Fig. 2 and much bigger
than the human figures of the other illustrations of the Bible of 960. The figure is depicted
as if it invades the letters of the column under the title “INCIPIT EPISLA AD GALATAS.”
He does not wear a nimbus, his hair is depicted with hatched lines (similar to Fig. 3), and
the outer garment has a yellow belt ornamented with small balls and dots. His feet are
covered with the rich drape of the lower garment. Under his feet, there is a cushion-like
object. Unlike other portraits, the image is completely frontal with the feet facing
outwards and the eyes looking forward. Fig. 5 also holds a red rod in his left hand, and he
makes a conversational gesture with two slightly outstretched fingers.
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2. The relationship between the text and image: How the Epistles influence the
expressions
The Bible of 960 is known for the close relationships between the image and texts
in almost all the narrative pictures of the Old Testaments. I will next discuss how the
text—the Epistles—is reflected in the portraits’ features.
2.1 The rod of mission
Most of the portraits (Figs. 2, 3, and 5) include the rod, the symbol of preaching
and missions, as St. Paul himself clearly mentions8. In the Bible of 960, the same kind of
rods as those in Fig. 2 appear in Isaac, Moses, Aaron, and Matthew in the Canon Table.
This rod of mission has examples in other manuscripts9. On the contrary, the rod in Fig.
5 was remarkable, painted in red and raised above the figure’s head.
2.2 The gesture of offering a cup
The portrait of St. Paul in 1Cor (Fig. 3) is remarkable in that he raises a cup up
high toward the text. A previous study pointed out the similarity between this gesture and
a certain Islamic motif—a servant carrying a fresco-shaped drinking vessel—and
suggested that the motif was the model for the gesture10. Another previous study stated
that the portraits of the Apostles and the cup itself originally belong to St. John and the
author of the Bible is estimated to have mistaken the attribution11. However, the most
remarkable feature of this gesture is that this personage is standing still and raising the
cup up high, as if they are acting out a missal gesture, an offering.
As the illustrations of the Bible of 960 reflect the text, in my opinion, this gesture
was added following the text of 1Cor, “calix benedictionis” (10:16)12.
8

WILLIAMS, 1962, p. 145. A rod or stick is regarded as an item for the journey. “...take nothing for the
journey but a walking stick” (Mk 6:8), “to be a minister of Christ Jesus to the Gentiles in performing the
priestly service of the gospel of God, so that the offering up of the Gentiles may be acceptable, sanctified
by the Holy Spirit.” (Rm 15:16).
9
The portrait of St. Ambrose who has as a bishop Mitra and a rod in his hand, in Vitae Patrum, 902, (Madrid,
National Lib. 10007, f. 80v).
10
WILLIAMS, 1962, p. 146. The Beatus manuscripts examples were pointed out: the scene of Belsshazar’s
Feast, and a servant carrying a fresco appears, “Morgan Beatus”, (New York, Morgan Lib., M. 644, f. 255v),
“Girona Beatus”, (Girona, Museu de la Catedral de Girona, Num. Inv. 7, f. 253v.). However, the cup that
St. Paul has is not at all a fresco but a chalice-like “cup.”
11
VERÁSTEGUI, 1999, p. 202.
12
“The cup of blessing that we bless, is it not a participation in the blood of Christ? The bread that we break,
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The Epistle of 1Cor contains the theological argument also made in Chapter
(Chap.) 11, where the Last Supper was discussed. In verse 25, it says, “This cup is the
new covenant in my blood. Do this, as often as you drink it, in remembrance of me.”
Moreover, just before the portrait raising the cup, there is a quotation from the Old
Testament, saying, “manducemus et bibamus” from Isaiah 15:32: “manducemus et
bibmanus latin continues.”13

Fig. 6: “Omega” and the Portraits of authors, the Bible of 960

is it not a participation in the body of Christ?” (1Cor 10:16).
13
SIONNET, A. et al, Sainte Bible expliquée et commentée, contenant le texte de la Vulgate, Paris, 1840, p.
45; AYUSO, 1965, pp. 125-127; AYUSO, La Vetus Latina Hispana. Origen, dependencia, derivaciones, valor
e influjo universal. I: Prolegómenos. Introducción general, estudio y análisis de las fuentes, Madrid, 1953,
pp. 393, 396, 401ff. This verse is placed at the 11th line of quotation just as in other bibles; for example,
the Quisio Bible (Madrid, Royal Academy of History, Cod. 20, f. 220). The number of quotations is rather
small compared to the more than 40 quotes of Rm, so this might have been placed not by a mistake but by
arrangement.
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Moreover, the gesture is repeated as many as four times in the Bible of 960. The
offering image is also found in Figs. 6 and 7. Both are personages facing each other and
raising their cups. Fig. 6 is the authors’ portrait, as known from its inscriptions14. It is a
prayer from the authors giving thanks to God and memorizing the complement of the
Bible 15 . The large Omega is the symbolic page typically expressed in contemporary
codices in the Iberian Peninsula 16 . Following its inscription, there is a verse,
“benedicamus caeli,” so the offering gesture is repeated as a benediction. Previous studies
also interpret this gesture by quoting the Psalm’s verse, “calicem salutaris accipiam et
nomen Domini invocabo.”17 The word “benedico” is widely used as prayer; however, if
this is connected to “calicem salutaris,” the word “calix benedictionis,” in 1Cor, is
remembered. The verse of Psalms was connected to the salvation and offering, and this is
devoted to prayer to Christ, which appeared in Omega at the same time.

14

Florentius confessus. Karissimo micique dilecto discipulo et pre gaudio retaxando Sanctioni presbytero
benedicamus caeli qvoque regem nos qui ad istius libri finem uenire permisit incolomes Amen. Sanctius
presbiter. Et iterum dico magister benedicamus Dominum nostrum Ihesum Christum in secula seculorum
qui nos perducat ad regna caelorum Amen.
15
VERÁSTEGUI, 1999, pp. 203, 206.
16
Florentius’s other bible colophons are examined. WILLIAMS, 1970, pp. 231-233; MOLINOS, G., E.,
“Florencio de Valeránica, calígrafo y notario del siglo X”, El reino de León en la Edad Media, XI, León,
2004, pp. 241-430.
17
WILLIAMS, 1976, p. 61.
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Fig. 7: Twin personages raising cups at the book lists, the Bible of 960
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The other offering image of Fig. 7 is an ornamentation for the sacred book list of
the Bible of 960. Under the arch and an angel, the two figures are offering their cups high.
The list, including the rest of the page, is estimated to have been added newly to the Bible
of 960 from other biblical text traditions18. The list follows the Vulgate arrangement with
the quotation of St. Isidore19. Therefore, the personages as well seem to have been added
by the author.

Fig. 8: “The Wilderness Tabernacle”, the Leviticus frontispiece and its detail, the Bible of 960

18

AYUSO, 1965, pp. 87-90.
Inscription says “AUCTOR ISTORUM LIBRORUM SPIRITUS (SPS) SANCTUS” (SCS) EST”. AYUSO,
1965, pp. 93-99.
19
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The last personage having a cup is in Fig. 8. Unlike other figures raising their cups,
this personage has his cup upon the altar, so it might be interpreted as a kind of offering.
It is remarkable that the entire illustration of Fig. 8 is the only one-page scale example
and the biggest one in the Bible of 960 20 , “The Wilderness Tabernacle.” The main
standing figure is thought to be Aaron, offering the sacrifice and painting the blood of the
votive offering on the T-shaped alter. Beside Aaron, there is a small personage who has a
cup (Fig.8 detail, right). There is no explanation about him in the text, so it is possibly an
addition by the author. The illustration is also indicated to have been influenced from the
Pauline Epistle; it is not a coincidence that they have the same offering figure21.
2.3 The “white-haired portrayal”
Two portraits of the four of St. Paul (Figs. 3 and 5), have a white-haired portrayal
with hatched lines. The Bible of 960 depicts a distinctive portrayal of hair following the
texts, and it is also possible that this was added intentionally22. White-haired expression
in the Bible of 960 is rather rare; excepting “Maiestas Domini” (Fig. 9), we can see it only
two illustrations of Moses leading the Israelites (ff. 39, 41). Neither of them has a nimbus
on their heads. In one of the illustrations of Moses, he is facing God directly (Ex. 33:11),
and this is sometimes mentioned in comparison to St. Paul (Gal 1:11-12)23. Almost half
of the texts at the beginning of Gal, where the portrait is placed in Chapters 1-3, mention
Torah, Moses’ Pentateuch (f. 474). The gesture of raising the rod up high and pointing to
the upper side of the head visually corresponds to that of Moses, who miraculously led
the Israelites and the animals (f. 38v), and parted and closed the Red Sea (ff. 39, 39v).
The visual correspondence between Moses and Paul is often found in Carolingian
Bibles when seen from a theological viewpoint. In the Vivian Bible, Moses, when he
receives the Torah (Bibliothèque nationale de France, Lat. 1, f. 27v), and St. Paul, when
he converts non-believers and preaches (f. 376v), are depicted as if they are the same
person. This feature is thought to have been copied from the Moutier-Grandval Bible’s
20

WILLIAMS, 1998, pp. 201-205. Williams suggests the link of the Tabernacle to the typology of ecclesia,
from the interpretation of the Epistle to Hebrews, Chap. 9. Aaron and Christ are tied together. With the
traditional T-shaped alter, Williams concludes that this illustration reflects the intention of the author.
21
WILLIAMS, 1998, p. 205.
22
For instance, there are some expressions of women’s veils and accessories in Exodos (ff. 21v, 38, 39v),
and for Elisha’s bold hair is clearly expressed on a thin-haired forehead (ff. 146-146v).
23
OTTO, E., Mose: Geschichte und Legende, Munich, 2006, pp. 92, 94ff.
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cover illustration—that of Moses accepting the Law and the old personage at the
beginning of the Apocalypse (British Library, Add MS 10546, f. 449).

Fig. 9: “Maiestas Domini”, the Bible of 960

We cannot explain the direct influence from these bibles on the Bible of 960;
however, it is remarkable that the latter example is based on the verses of St. Paul in 2Cor
(3:12-18). In Carolingian theology, Moses accepting the Law was thought to have
corresponded to the Apocalypse 24 . Beatus, the author of the commentary of the
Apocalypse, interpret Moses and St. Paul, as a single person, from the interpretation of
24

ST. CLAIRE, A., “A New Moses. Typological Iconography in the Moutier Grandval Bible Illustrations of
Exodus,” Gesta 26, 1987(ST. CLAIRE, 1987), pp. 19-28, esp., p. 26.
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the very Epistle 2Cor (Chap.2-4) and Apocalypse (1:16). Beatus explains that the cover
of the Old Testament is to be removed at the end of the New Testament, namely, at the
Apocalypse, and regards both Testaments as a single person 25 . And the white-haired
elderly man is understood as St. Paul as well as “Father God” or “the Ancient of the Day”
(Ap.1:13-14)26.
The influence of Carolingian art on the Bible of 960 is sometimes pointed out27.
What is interesting is that the interpretation of Beatus as the white-haired old man was
used to interpret the unity of the Old and New Testaments in the pandect of Carolingian
Bibles28. When we consider again the source that connects Moses and Paul, it was 2Cor
(2:2-4). Both look at God directly, and are emphasized as being white haired and without
a nimbus.
3. Pauline Epistle, typology, and its expression
3.1 The importance of the four Epistles
St. Paul’s portraits are placed as many as four times. This means that, at the very
least, St. Paul’s Epistles were regarded as important enough to highlight with personal
figures. The four Epistles are well known and are considered important as they contain
the theological messages of the author deep within them. The verses are often quoted as
“the apostle says” in doctoral commentaries 29 . Especially, in Rm, the Old Testament
Prophets—Abraham, Isaac, Moses, Isaiah, and Elijah—are closely tied to the history of
the salvation.
25

Beatus, Apologeticum (Heterii et Sancti Beati ad Elipandum Epistola), Liber I, p. 99, OCBD, p. 812;
KESSLER, L., Spiritual Seeing: Picturing God's Invisibility in Medieval Art, n. 130, p. 241; DUTTON, P. E.,
and KESSLER, H. L., The Poetry and Paintings of the First Bible of Charles the Bald, 1997 (KESSLER, 1997),
pp. 65-69, esp., p. 66, n. 25.
26
KOEHER, W., Die Schule von Tours, Berlin, 1930-1933, pp. 139-141.
27
WILLIAMS, “Tours and Medieval Art of Spain”, Florilegium in Honorem Carl Nordenfalk Octogenarii
Contextum, Stockholm, 1987; WILLIAMS, 1998, p. 206; ST. CLAIR, 1987, p. 26; KESSLER, 1997, pp. 6061,76; KESSLER, Spiritual Seeing: Picturing God's Invisibility in Medieval Art, Philadelphia, 2000;
KESSLER, Seeing Medieval Art, Tolonto, 2011(2004), pp. 86-90.
28
ST. CLAIR, 1987, p. 21; VAN DER MEER, F., Maiestas Domini théophanies del’ Apocalypse dans l’art
Chrétien, Rome, 1938, pp. 161-166; KESSLER, H., The Illustrated Bibles from Tours, Princeton, 1977, pp.
73-74. Kessler quotes Alcuin’s Commentariorum in Apocalypsin, III, MIGNE, J. P., Patrologiae Cursus
Completus. Series (PL) 100, p. 1120; HAIMO of Auxerre; Apocalypsin B. Joannis. Gregory the Great
explains Moses’s veil in Morales sur Job. Part.1, GAUDEMARIS, A. de, F., trd., 1975 Tom.1, Sources
Chrétiennes 32, Tom.1, pp. 170, 346, 348; ST. CLAIRE, 1987, pp. 26, n. 34. Augustine also compares Moses
at Mt. Sinai and St. Paul’s conversion. AUGUSTINE, De Genesi ad litteram, XII, 28, PL 34, p. 478;
AUGUSTINE, De videndo Deo, XIII, 31, PL 33, pp. 610-611.
29
For instance, Beatus quotes Pauline Epistles 67 times in OCBD.
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The Epistles, unlike other vulgate contemporary Bibles, follow just after the
Gospels, before the Acts of the Apostles and the Apocalypse30. There are three lists in the
Epistles; the first one is at f. 4, Fig. 7, one is “canones epistrarum” at the beginning of the
Epistle (ff. 455v-456), and one is at the end of the series of Epistles (f. 489). Moreover,
at the “canones epistrarum,” the common verses of which are listed (ff. 456-458), the
first four Epistles are most frequently compared to others, and it can clearly be read that
the four are related to each other31.
3.2 The savior in red “garments stained crimson” (Isaiah 63:1)

Fig. 10: “Adam and Eve”,
the Bible of 960
Fig. 11: “Virgin and Child with Angel Gabriel”,
the Bible of 960

These features all explain the rest of the characters of the small illustrations,
namely, nos. 1, 3, 4, 5, and 7 (Figs. 6-11). Rm is well known for its typological theological
source. One of the best-known discussions is that of the Adam-Christ theory, based on the
verse of Chap. 5. Adam is thought of as a type of τύπος of Christ (5:14), and the human
sin of Adam is redeemed by Christ. This is also quoted in contemporary theological
codices32, including the Beatus commentary of the Apocalypse.
30

The Vulgate version and the book-list holding on f. 4 of the Bible of 960.
AYUSO, 1965, pp. 67-73; CHAPMAN, J., Notes on the early history of the Vulgate Gospels, Oxford, 1908,
pp. 258-259.
32
GOPPELT, L., Typos. Die typologische Deutung des Alten Testaments in Neuen, Güterslloh, 1939;
31
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In Fig. 9, the illustration of Maiestas Domini, Christ is wearing richly draped red
clothes. It is remarkable that Christ’s typological counterparts are also depicted in red in
the Bible of 960; for example, Adam, David, Solomon, man of God (2Kings), Elijah, and
Elisha.
First, Adam appears in red garment in Fig. 10. The illustration of Adam and Eve
is depicted in a small frame, placed at the first picture of the Genealogical Table of Christ.
It is rather unusual that Adam is depicted in clothing. In other examples of this subject, it
is usual that the couple is represented as naked. Previous studies have pointed out that
this expression tended to emphasize the forefather of the two 33 . In my opinion, the
wearing of red was the very point that was being expressed. At the end of the Genealogical
Table, Fig. 11, the Virgin and the Child are depicted with the angel Gabriel. The Virgin
and the angel are traditionally depicted at the Annunciation. Therefore, it was thought to
have been a kind of Adoration of the Magi and the Virgin and the Child enthroned
comparing the other examples of34. However, in my point of view, the inscription of
Gabriel is clearly shown as the remains of the Annunciation, not the Adoration. Christ
was added on the lap of the Virgin afterwards, and it must have been important to
represent the Child, especially wearing red. These illustrations are altogether placed at the
beginning of the Bible; Maiesitas (Fig. 9) is the frontispiece followed by Adam (Fig. 10),
and the Genealogical Table begins with the Adam and ends with the Virgin and the Child
(Fig. 11). The red color of the garments of Maiesitas, the Adam, and the Child altogether
seem to have been very closely connected with each other, as well as with the red garment
of the Savior, to have been a coincidence with regard to the typological program.
In addition, other counterparts of the typology of Christ also tend to be depicted
in red in their illustrations. For example, David wears red (f. 119) as if he is explaining,
“The shields of his warriors are crimsoned, the soldiers colored in scarlet” (Nahum 2:4).
Solomon wears red in the scene of his entrance to the town Gihon on King David’s mule
(f. 135), a typological counterpart of Christ, entering Jerusalem on an ass praised as the
ROMERO POSE, E., “El tratado de montibus Sina et Sion”, Gregorianum, vol. 87-4, Rome, 2006, pp. 290291, esp. pp. 273-301. Beatus quotes Adam as many as 22 times. He used 1Cor 15:48 to explain the
Apocalypse, in OCBL, esp., pp. 192, 632. Gregory the Great mentions the second Adam using the
interpretation ex., PL 75, col. 612.
33
WILLIAMS, 1962, p. 51.
34
WILLIAMS, 1962, pp. 49-50. He compared the other examples of the Genealogical Tables which have
Adoration at the end.
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Son of David. Moreover, Elijah wears a red garment when he listens to the voice of God
(f. 144v); in contrast, he wears white when he is taken to heaven as the typological
ascension of Jesus (f. 146v). Elisha also wears red when he heals the Child of the
Shunammite woman (f. 147v, 2Kings, Chap. 4), which is thought to be Raising Lazarus35.
These red-clothed portrayals of the Savior are also seen in Christ Coming in the
Clouds 36 . In Apocalypse as well, Christ Coming in the Clouds sometimes wears red,
reflecting the codices. There are also blood-tinted clothes in Beatus manuscripts, and
there is no explanation of the color in the text or its explanatory; they clearly remind one
of Ap. 1:7 and Chap. 19.
Generally, the use of colors is limited to several vivid colors. However, there is a
differentiation in detail; for example, Elijah’s garment is all red, but changes slightly in
color density (f. 146, Fig. 12). Therefore, the color red was probably intentionally added
to the illustrations.

Fig. 12: “Elijah and Elisha”, the Bible of 960

35

REAU, L., Iconographie de l'art chrétien, Tom. 1. pp. 199, 203, 206.
Antiphonarium, 10th century, (León, Archivo Catedralicio, Núm. 8, f. 198) and other Beatus masucripts
of Apocalipse commentary, we can find some examples of Christ all in red or wearing an outer garment of
red. For instance, “Morgan Beatus” f. 26; “Escorial Beatus” (Escorial, Monastery Library, &.II. 5, f. 3v);
“Urgell Beatus” (Urgell, Musei Diocesá de La Seu d'Urgell, Num. Inv. 501, f. 19.)
36
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3.3 Interpretation of the Maiestas Domini
If we accept the typological programs, illustration Fig. 9, Maiestas Domini, adds
a new aspect to the composition of the Bible of 960.
Maiestas Domini is thought to be unusual because it is placed not at the beginning
of the New Testament37 but at the beginning of the Old Testament. The rich white-haired
expression of the Christ, which is much longer than those of Moses and St.Paul, is clearly
emphasized. Its reminds us as the Ancient of the Day with its golden girdle (Ap. 1;14,
Dan. 7:9)38.This is intended to represent the Old Testament, or at least to be linked to the
Old Testament. From this reason this illustration is placed at the very beginning of the
Bible of 960, in order to typologically represent both Testaments.
4. Conclusion
As we saw in the portraits of St. Paul, the image of a personage who raises a cup
is repeated in the Bible of 960 several times. The two personages that represent the authors
in Omega (Fig. 6) and on the title page (Fig. 7) also bear cups. Moreover, we can find a
small figure holding a cup at the illustration of Leviticus (Fig. 8). They all represent the
authors’ prayer through a gesture of offering, as St. Paul described in his Epistle, Fig. 2.
These features are thought to have been privately added to the Bible of 960 by its authors.
If we observe the features of illustration from the typological point of view,
additional changes were found, such as red clothes, the “garment of the Savior.” These
are well known to the readers, and the subtle differences were not at all mistakes or made
without reason but represented characteristic remarks about the programs.
These features, rather minor but visually factual, are understood with the
assumption that the illustrations of this bible were planned, based on typological
interpretation. These symbolic figures are typological indicators that visually combine
both the Old and the New Testaments.

37

WILLIAMS, 1998, p. 205.
For further information, see Mieko KEZUKA, “‘Maiestas Domini’ in the Leon Bible and Problems therein,”
ἔκφρασις vol. 1, Institute for European Medieval and Renaissance Studies, Waseda University, 2011, pp.
26-40.
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Sources of Illustrations; Fig. 1: Bango Torviso, Isidro G. (dir.), La Edad de un Reyno. Las encrucijadas de
la corona y la diócesis de Pamplona, Pamplona, Fundación para la Conservación del Patrimonio Histórico
de Navarra, 2006, 2 vols. Figs. 2, 3, 4, 7, 9, 10, 12: Codex biblicus legionensis : Biblia visigótico mozárabe,
Facsímile, León, Real Colegiata de San Isidoro, 1997. Figs. 5, 6, 8, 11: Real Colegiata de San Isidoro,
Fundación Hullera Vasco Leonesa, Universidad de León, Codex biblicus legionensis: Veinte estudios, León,
Ediciones Lancia, 1999.
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